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ROUND 1 INTERVIEW  
February 13, 2020 
 
BRYSON DeCHAMBEAU  ( -3) 
 
 
Q.  What was working so well for you today in your 3-under-par round? 
 
BRYSON DeCHAMBEAU:  Ball-striking was a lot better, a lot better than Phoenix, I'll tell 
you that.  Fixed some stuff, fix lie angle issues and put some fresh grooves in there and that 
helped out.  Drove it well again except on two holes and putting was a little weird today.  It's 
Riv, it's poa annua and it's going to bump a little bit.  Got a little unlucky in certain situations 
and made a couple.  Overall it was a positive day, very positive. 
 
Q.  Is this, I mean, in your short career, is this kind of the best you've kind of seen this 
place? 
 
BRYSON DeCHAMBEAU:  Yes, it is. 
 
Q.  I mean, some guys have said -- 
 
BRYSON DeCHAMBEAU:  For the past two years it's been wet, windy, cold and this year 
it's in great shape, so everything about it's awesome. 
 
Q.  Does that kind of help you, you know, a good round? 
 
BRYSON DeCHAMBEAU:  Absolutely, absolutely.  Getting good weather for me is always 
nice.  I always play well in good weather and today was nothing different.  We're working on 
still figuring out how to make it work when wet conditions come about.  I think we're on to 
some good stuff as of right now. 
 
Q.  What was the biggest -- you said you didn't hit the ball very well in Phoenix.  What 
was the biggest thing you worked on in your swing to kind of get to today? 
 
BRYSON DeCHAMBEAU:  It was actually a line angle adjustment.  I had -- my lie angle 
was a little too upright for some reason, just hitting shots and just moved that way and I 
readjusted them down and immediately the ball stopped curving and it was going along 
straighter.  Hit one bad iron shot today, which was on nine.  Pulled that one but that was my 
fault, that was totally me.  Other than that, it was great.  I mean, hit it beautiful today.  I felt 
like it was the Bryson of old even though I didn't get as much as I could have out of the 
round.  I parred 17, hit a bomb on 17 and got a bad lie in the rough unfortunately, ball didn't 
drop back.  Then on 1 I didn't make birdie with a 7-iron, pretty much make bogey essentially.  
If I get that taken care of tomorrow, it could have been -- today, today could have been a 
6 under round. 
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Q.  Is it kind of a continuing process of, you know, as you've -- you've improved your 
physical fitness and everything.  Is it a continuing process of how you're learning how 
the ball is flying off the club and everything? 
 
BRYSON DeCHAMBEAU:  Yeah, absolutely, with wedges especially.  I mean, I had so 
many wedges in today, pitching wedge, 9-irons.  Just hitting comfortable hitting those close 
again like I used to.  Felt like when I won previously, I got a little lucky in certain instances 
and I played really, really good golf and the weather conditions were very favorable for me in 
those situations.  I really didn't win in any wet conditions or anything.  I haven't won yet.  I 
would like to eventually win in the place where there's some Zoysia or wet conditions, some 
really, really weird variables.  So hopefully I can keep going this week and get it done. 
 


